
SILVER BRUSH – CARPET
heelproof entrance mat with brushes and textile carpet inserts 

Silver Brush-Carpet heel proof entrance mat is consisting of interlocking tiles with brush profiles 
and high performance carpet inserts. Silver Brush-Carpet provides excellent scraping properties and 
removes moisture effectively from shoes.  

Silver Brush-Carpet mat is ideal for inside entrances in offices, hotels, banks, professional buildings 
and department stores.   

High grade special vinyl/NBR tiles provide impact sound insulation and slip resistance. 
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Brushes remove grit and textile carpet inserts remove dust and absorb moisture. 



SILVER BRUSH - CARPET
Interlocking modular tiles 
Silver Brush-Carpet tiles are easy to cut to size and shape. Tiles can be installed in minutes, without 
the use of special tools. Interlocking modular tiles allow you to create an entrance mat of any length 
and width. 

Easy maintenance 
Simply vacuum surface and floor below. Silver Brush-Carpet is easy to roll up for maintenance. Dirt 
that falls through the mat can be simply vacuum cleaned from the floor underneath. For extreme 
soiling hose down with a high pressure washer. 

Good drainage and non-slip surface 
Silver Brush-Carpet has slip resistant surface and it offers maximum drainage. Open construction 
allows water to pass through the mat, providing safe and dry surface. 

SPECIFICATIONS: 

Tile material: UV-resistant vinyl/NBR. Resists most chemicals and oils. 
Insert pile material: 100 % polyamide 
Brush material: Polyamide Nylon 6.6 
Tile size: 38,5 x 12,4 cm  
Packaging: 20 tiles / pkg (= 0,95 m²) 
Height: 17 mm  
Weight: 8,8 kg / m²  
Insert colours: Black and grey 
Brush colour: Black  
Tile colour: Aluminium 
Temperature resistance: -35ºC - +70ºC 
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